Cricket Green
Allegation

Method

Address

Date and time
from
25/02/2018
00:30
25/02/2018
00:01
02/02/2018
14:00

Date and time
to
25/02/2018
05:30
25/02/2018
08:30
07/02/2018
08:45

Burglary - Residential

In the morning victim went downstairs and found that the front
door was wide open
an unknown suspect has burgled property

BANK AVENUE

Burglary - Residential

Residential semi detached property broken into over the
weekend period, entry via rear patio door, window smashed.
Untidy search in upstairs bedrooms, unknown what property has
been taken at this time.

FRIMLEY GARDENS

Burglary - Residential

Suspects appear to have opened front door by reaching key
through letterbox. Property taken from inside but suspects
disturbed. Various items discarded near address.

RODNEY ROAD

02/02/2018
05:00

02/02/2018
05:07

Burglary - Residential

Victims home address entered and items taken along with car
keys the vehicle had also been taken from the driveway.

VARLEY WAY

25/02/2018
00:30

25/02/2018
07:30

Criminal Damage To a Dwelling

Two males, one with a flash light have kicked the door down of
the flat before running away from the property leaving before
entering the flat.

LONDON ROAD

25/02/2018
00:30

25/02/2018
00:35

Criminal Damage To a Dwelling

Suspects have attempted to steal the lead flashing and criminal
damaged the wall

02/02/2018
21:00

12/02/2018
08:00

Criminal Damage To M/V

The vehicle was left locked parked and unattended at the venue
criminal damage caused to the vehicle , believed caused by
suspect 1

MITCHAM
MUNICIPAL
OFFICES,LONDON
ROAD
AREBYS ROAD

21/02/2018
09:00

21/02/2018
23:00

Criminal Damage To M/V

by persons unknown damaging a car

GALE CLOSE

03/02/2018
09:00

24/02/2018
09:00

Burglary - Residential

BOURNE DRIVE

Criminal Damage To Other Bldg

2 males shown as suspects 1 & 2 seen on venue's CCTV
standing on a wall repeatedly throwing stones at a side window
of the premises eventually smashing several panes of glass then
throwing more stones at the CCTV itself

WILLOW LANE

24/02/2018
13:43

Other Criminal Damage

by suspect walking up and down the road drinking alcohol
picking up a traffic cone and throwing it at victims window
causing it to smash

KINGSLEIGH PLACE

14/02/2018
19:30

Other Theft

Victim's phone taken from the running machine at venue by
unseen suspect.
Whilst left parked and unattended at the venue suspects
unknown have broken into the victims car and stolen his
camera.

MADEIRA ROAD

17/02/2018
17:15
18/02/2018
09:30

18/02/2018
14:30

Theft/Taking of M/V

Suspect jumped into insecure vehicle, reversed off drive and
attempted to make off but stalled, decamped and ran off

CAESARS WALK

25/02/2018
15:40

25/02/2018
15:42

Theft/Taking of M/V

By unknown suspect stealing the victims motor vehicle which
had been left on the road.

HALLOWFIELD WAY

25/01/2018
12:00

08/02/2018
12:00

Theft From M/V

CRICKET GREEN

